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A prescriptive guide to how to maintain your relationship strong when there's a start-up in the
family.The idea of starting your own business is exhilarating and inspiring.light. But getting the
spouse of an entrepreneur is not so glamorous.But there are strategies you can use to combat all
this stress and uncertainty. Whether you're not used to the start-up globe, or a long-term
entrepreneurial partner, START, LOVE, REPEAT can help you understand just how a start-up
impacts your lives-and what you can do to create a happy and healthy relationship in the midst
of the madness. You can feel just like a single parent as your partner travels, works past due
hours, and answers phone calls and e-mails 24-7.You may sacrifice a career or move your home
for the sake of the business enterprise. Boundaries between work and home disappear. Personal
savings and business funds become intertwined. Dorcas Cheng-Tozun has not only done
extensive analysis, she has lived through the perils and pitfalls of being with a business owner
as the wife of the CEO and cofounder of effective start-up d. It's one over 30 million Americans
pursue. She gives clear-sighted, first-hand advice for any few considering making the same leap.
She further draws on interviews with other successful entrepreneurs and their significant
others, executive coaches, marriage-family members therapists, venture capitalists, and start-up
authorities to supply practical insights and techniques any couple can take to create a strong
relationship while launching that fantasy business.
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A genuine look at what it takes to be the partner of a business owner -- with helpful advice
Maybe you've heard people referred to as "married with their work. I've laughed. Absolutely
loved this book Absolutely loved this reserve.That's when they'll need to get a duplicate of
"Start Love Repeat. Dorcas writes, “Investing in yourself is merely area of the equation of a
robust relationship in the start-up trip and must work in tandem with keeping linked to one
another. I couldn't present it as a gift without reading it 1st. But in addition to offering empathy,
she passes along her wisdom to others, so perhaps they won't have to suffer quite as much as
she do. I don't often read "self-help" books We love it! A whole lot. It prompts a lot of good
conversation and sharing :) YES TO THE BOOK! Married to a spouse married to their work? Best
marriage / relationship reserve for entrepreneurs and those who love them! Cheng-Tozun's
describes serious problems she and her husband faced as he developed d. And it's not
absolutely all hardship. Although much of the book narrates the tale of relevant couples, she's
done her homework talking to marriage counselors and additional experts.light (along with
many good examples from the other couples she interviewed), offering a model of grace that's
also willing to confront potentially destructive behaviors in a marriage. I recommend reading
this together with your spouse a chapter at the same time. My sense is the book will be a great
asset to lovers also in academia, business, the arts, ministry--anywhere you have a spouse --for
good or ill--absolutely passionate about their function. I love it! She does it within an easy-to-
read, conversational style that's supported by lots of interviews with entrepreneurial families
and therapists. I don't often read "self-help" books. As a person who's a little bit risk-averse, I'd
add to the subtitle of the reserve, "How to keep loving your entrepreneur kid. I cried as I go
through this book and recognized I wasn't alone as the partner of a mostly-wonderful
entrepreneur who is out to change the world through ethical, cultural businesses." This may
sound like just an expression but also for entrepreneurs, it's almost literally true. The reserve
chapters are cleverly arranged to be familiar to anyone who has experienced the startup
knowledge, with sections such as "GENERAL MARKET TRENDS" and "Scaling Up. Worthy of your
time and money. Helps to keep you reading. The author shares her thought existence with the
reader and it's rich, humorous, engaging. Although the book is written to the spouses of
entrepreneurs, I think it is applicable to anyone whose spouse is married with their work.
Fantastic book! I've go through a good number of books around this topic, and this is by
significantly the best one yet. I appreciate her identifying the positive great things about being
truly a spouse of an entrepreneur as well."I really enjoyed all of the glimpses in to the lives of
the entrepreneurial spouses/partners Cheng-Tozun interviewed, along with the picture of her
personal life married to a business owner, and appreciated how honest she was about what
worked and what didn't. There are very few resources available on the subject of being the
spouse of an entrepreneur therefore i found this book incredibly helpful! Perfectly written an
applicable on so many amounts! I’ve already bought copies for my other close friends who are
spouses of business owners :) Recommended reading for parents of entrepreneurs too I found
out concerning this publication by reading blogs by Dorcas Cheng-Tozun and wondered if my
business owner son and his entrepreneur beloved want it. She understands how hard it can be. I
found the book to end up being engaging, readable, and well-written. It's filled with true
wisdom, from many resources, both published and interview-based. But this reads similar to a
witty story with relevant-to-my life research results thrown in. We want to function well at work,
and live well at home with each other. I love the checklists and applying for grants relationship
contracts. Great book for a couple to work through together to get concern alignment in their
relationship. The complications can start when they actually get married--to a full time income,



breathing human being with wants, desires, and desires. Cheng-Tozun provides such incredible
insight into what offers been one of the more frustrating encounters of my life, and her
descriptions of the proceedings in my entrepreneur's mind have given me a whole brand-new
outlook on his motives and have honestly improved our marriage. I have recommended this
reserve to a number of friends and they always say a similar thing: "She's lived my entire life,
been married to my partner, and she seems to think our relationship can survive this!" Helpful
and Insightful This book is effective for anyone whose spouse is full of ideas and loves to jump
in one thing to another. It is helpful and insightful. Exceptional for Work and Existence! I just
love this publication! It is one of the best I have read in a while, and I've already started to
review it with my husband. He is an executive head and I am an entrepreneur." Applies to any
relationship fighting alignment Start Love Repeat focuses on approaches for entrepreneurial
marriage partners, but the practical and tactical guidance readily applies to workaholic, start-up
and just about any relationship fighting connection, understanding and supporting your partner
through challenging situations. Having important conversations can be an purchase in ourselves
and our marriage, it gives us the clearness we have to work." The author has been through this
herself as the spouse of an entrepreneur.” Not only for entrepreneurs, that is a treasure trove of
help! A wonderful resource -- not just for entrepreneurs -- but also for anyone involved in a
boundary-less career and family members life. I cherished reading the tales of other people as
well! If you are doing work with people it's hard to set boundaries and work out how to integrate
family existence and calling. That is a must-examine for the business owner in your daily life, or
your pastor. Perfect book about relationships for all those with intense jobs! This is actually the
book I wish I had when my spouse became a business owner. Whether it's a startup or a rigorous
job, this book assists people along that trip. Start, Love, Repeat is impressive since it is indeed
relatable, personal, and full of wisdom and understanding gleaned from numerous sources. As
the wife to a pastor, I came across Dorcas Cheng-Tozun's useful thoughts and obvious writing to
become invaluable for vocations or careers with blurry lines. It is clear Dorcas put a lot of study,
thought, heart and structure into her publication and I recommend this book!
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